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a b s t r a c t
Common wisdom, philosophical analysis and psychological research share the view that memory is subjectively positioned toward the past: speciﬁcally, memory enables one to become re-acquainted with
the objects and events of his or her past. In this paper I call this assumption into question. As I hope to
show, memory has been designed by natural selection not to relive the past, but rather to anticipate and
plan for future contingencies – a decidedly future-oriented mode of subjective temporality. This is not
to say memory makes no reference to the past. But, I argue, past-oriented subjectivity is a by-product
of a system designed by natural selection to help us face and respond to the “now and the next”. I discuss the implications of the proposed temporal realignment for research agendas as well as the potential
limitations of measures designed to explore memory by focusing on its retentive capabilities.
© 2013 Society for Applied Research in Memory and Cognition. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights
reserved.

“What we observe is not nature itself but nature exposed to our
method of questioning” (Heisenberg, 1958/1999, p. 58)
“Asking the right question is frequently more than halfway to
the solution of the problem” (Heisenberg, 1958/1999, p. 35)
Add to these quotes the truism “one has a better chance of ﬁnding what he or she seeks if one knows what it is he or she is looking
for” and we have a concise statement of the basic considerations
of scientiﬁc inquiry – as well as potential pitfalls. An answer to the
question “what is it?” determines the questions we can ask about
it, which in turn determines the answers nature divulges when it
“pushes back”. The trouble is that once we determine what it is
we are looking for, simply asking questions of nature is not sufﬁcient; the questions must be the “right” questions. And therein
lays a problem: If the questions posed are not the “right” ones, the
answers received will lack the resolution necessary to ﬁne-tune our
understanding of the object of inquiry.
Prior to addressing my thesis – i.e., that contrary to the belief of
many lay persons and professional researchers, memory typically is
not about the past; rather, its subjective temporal orientation is, and
must, of adaptive necessity, be oriented toward the future (what
I call the “now and the next”) – I ﬁrst discuss the psychological,
historical and philosophical scaffolding that forms the basis for my
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treatment of memory’s temporal orientation. I ﬁrmly believe that
theoretical propositions, absent strong conceptual and historical
grounding, run the serious risk of appearing as little more than
stipulation. The reader impatient with such analysis can skip to
Section 3. However, I think this would be a mistake. The approach I
have adopted is something I believe we need more in psychology;
too often we have a tendency to rely on terminology in place of
carefully speciﬁed, conceptually grounded analyses of constructs
of interest.
To head off potential confusion with my use of phrase “now
and the next” (see above), I need to make clear that despite the
use of the word “now” in my phrase the “now and the next” the
“now” is decidedly future-oriented. Analysis of the formal properties of “present of objective time” reveals it to be instantaneous (e.g.,
Faye, 1989; McLure, 2005), becoming the next “present” essentially as soon as it makes an appearance (e.g., Husserl, 1964; James,
1890). It thus is a mistake to speak of the present in any way that
implies measurable duration (e.g., Loizou, 1986; McLure, 2005):
The present is a process consisting in an endless series “nows”
instantaneously transitioning to the “next” (as well as retreating
into the past; e.g., Husserl, 1964; Loizou, 1986). What is subjectively
present necessarily is oriented toward, and phenomenologically
indistinguishable from (i.e., instantaneous moments lack experiental resolution), what will be present – i.e., the future. Even the
well-worn idea of a “specious present” (e.g., James, 1890; Kelly,
1882) requires inclusion of protention – i.e., orientation toward
the “next” – as an essential aspect of the present. In short, the
moment of the present is, formally speaking, instantaneous, an
abstract point in a temporal continuum moving toward the “next”
and away from the past.
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1. Goals of paper
In this paper, “the it of inquiry” is memory. In Section 2 I
address the question “what is it that we call memory?” My goal
is to craft a deﬁnition sufﬁciently inclusive to accommodate most
of the phenomena that ﬁgure in modern taxonomies – including
phenomena that historically have been seen as related to, but not
part of memory proper. To put it slightly differently, my intention
is to cast a net broad enough to capture most (hopefully all) of the
various mental states and their behavioral correlates recognized as
memory by modern “systems” approaches (for reviews see Foster &
Jelicic, 1999; Schacter & Tulving, 1994; Tulving, 1985; Willingham
& Goedert, 2001).
In the following Section I deal with the problem of deciding the
“right” questions to pose to nature. Granting memory is a property
of organic matter,1 the principles of natural selection are uniquely
positioned to serve as criteria for determining whether questions
addressed to nature are the “right” sort. Adoption of evolutionary
criteria has an additional, salutary consequence of supplementing
questions that probe memory’s capabilities (which have been the
focus of most modern research; for discussion, see Klein, 2007;
Klein, Cosmides, Tooby, & Chance, 2002) with questions concerned
with its evolved function. When interrogated with respect to function, the answers nature provides can be quite unexpected.
The question I address is one of central importance – the relation between memory and subjective temporality. To anticipate the
results of my investigation (presented in Section 5), when nature
is questioned with regard to memory’s functional signiﬁcance, the
mode of temporality with which it typically is assumed to be associated (the past) is called into question: in contrast to the assumption
of many philosophers and most psychologists, memory (in almost
all of its presentations) is not about the past. It is about the future.
From an evolutionary perspective, memory’s function is to enable
its owner to face life as it comes, rather than to look back as it
recedes.
To put memory in its proper temporal orientation requires an
appreciation of the crucial difference between what it was designed
to do (its adaptive function) and the machinery by which those
functions are accomplished (its biological instantiation). Though
obviously related, these are not the same (see Section 5). The conceptual distinction between a system’s function and the material
basis by which that function is realized is brought into sharp relief
by the perspective afforded by evolutionary analysis.
2. What is memory?
So what is memory? For the layperson, it often is taken to be
the act of remembering one’s past (what we now would call the
episodic component of memory). Similar sentiments are found
in the work of philosophers, dating to antiquity (for review, see
Danziger, 2008; Draaisma, 2000; Herrmann & Chafﬁn, 1988; Yates,
1966). In the Psychological Sciences, the overwhelming majority of
studies explore memory in its relation to the past – e.g., we measure
retention, evaluate the veracity of recollection, explore the manner
in which the past is represented in the brain, assess the amount
of information stored and duration of its accessibility, etc. – with
ﬁdelity to the past serving as the essential criterion (for reviews,
see Puff, 1982; Tulving & Craik, 2000).
William James captures the relation of memory to the past with
characteristic clarity and concision: “A farther condition is required

1
This “self-evident” truth has not always been self-evident. In antiquity, memory
sometimes was taken to be a property of the soul instead of, or in addition to, organic
matter (e.g., Danziger, 2008; Sorabji, 1972) – a view that persisted, though greatly
abated, into more modern times.
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before the present image can be held to stand for a past original.
That condition is the fact that the imagined be expressly referred
to the past, thought as in the past. . .But even that would not be
memory. Memory requires more than mere dating of a fact in the
past. It must be dated in my past. In other words, I must think that
I directly experienced its occurrence” (James, 1890, Vol. 1, p. 650;
emphasis in original).
One reason memory so often is associated with past-oriented
subjectivity is the failure to appreciate that although memory’s
operations depend on past events, such dependence does not logically warrant the inference that memory, as experienced, is about
the past. A failure to separate the how of memory function from the
purpose of memory function has led to the common, but logically
indefensible, presumption that memory, being of the past, must, of
necessity, be about the past.
Thus, our truncated view of memory’s temporality derives
largely from a failure to appreciate a subtle but crucial difference in
the use of two grammatically related prepositions – of and about.
While of implies “from” or “due to”, about, in a functional sense,
implies “for” or “directed toward” (note: About can also be taken
to mean “concerning”. This is not its functional sense, but rather
its referential sense. As we will see in a later section of this paper,
memory can refer to the past – e.g., episodic recollection – but this is
not its primary evolved function: It does not imply it is for the past).
As a result of this conﬂation, the exception is taken for the rule.
This linguistic faux pas is made apparent when questions designed
to probe memory’s capabilities are complimented with questions
about its functionality.
2.1. To answer the question “what is memory?” One must ﬁrst
appreciate that memory is not a unitary entity
A consequence of assuming that memory necessarily is “about
the past” is that mental events lacking clear connection to pastoriented subjectivity historically have been treated as sub-species,
rather than full-ﬂedged aspects of memory. Although most modern
taxonomies include these formerly problematic constituents (e.g.,
semantic and procedural memory), this was not always the case
(note: In this paper I deal exclusively with long-term memory).
For example, the memorial status accorded to “knowledge” historically has been inconsistent. This was due in large part to the
absence of a pre-reﬂectively given connection between knowledgeas-experienced and past-oriented subjectivity (i.e., autonoesis; e.g.,
Tulving, 1985; Tulving, 1985, 2002; Wheeler, Stuss, & Tulving,
1997) – a connection mandated by memory deﬁned as reacquaintance with the past.2 To the extent that knowledge was
included in treatments of memory, the focus primarily was on the
means by which learning conditions enabled re-acquaintance with
previously learned facts, rather than the memorial status or function of those facts per se (e.g., Danziger, 2008; Yates, 1966).
Factual knowledge obviously can refer to the past – e.g., remembering the route to take to ﬁnd the house I grew up in. However,
that knowledge is given to awareness as a “recipe” for locating the
house, not as a phenomenological reliving of the past (e.g., Klein,
2013a; Tulving, 1985): Its pastness is inferred from its content
rather than pre-reﬂectively given to awareness (the latter – the
experience of reliving past events – is made possible by episodic

2
While knowledge obviously can be related to the past, this relation is unlike
that found with episodic recollection. In the case of knowledge, relation to the past
results either from inference (i.e., given what else I know, X must have transpired
at time T, where T is prior to the present) or a form of reﬂection on the content of
an occurrent mental state (e.g., remembering one’s favorite television show from
the 1970s). By contrast, episodic recollection’s relation to the past is pre-reﬂectively
given (e.g., Klein, 2013a; Tulving, 1985).
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recollection, a unique form of memory that I will discuss in a later
section of this paper).
In this sense, knowledge of the past conforms to McTaggart’s
(1908) “B”-series: i.e., temporality seen as a set of static relations between events: time is frozen into an unchanging pattern
of “before and after”. Viewed in this way, factual knowledge of the
past is, in essence, atemporal. Numeric designators just as easily
could be substituted for the “before and after” of events. Whatever
temporality facts communicate derives exclusively from interpretation of the meaning of their content. Researchers now take for
granted that an individual’s repository of facts, language, etc., is a
basic constituent of memory. However, this recognition was not
ﬁrmly established until Tulving’s (1972) classic binary division of
memory into a semantic and episodic component.
For a very long time procedural memory – i.e., habits and skills
(cognitive as well as physical) acquired ontogenetically, that function in the present with an orientation toward the future – also was
precariously situated within the domain of memory. The groundwork for its eventual stabilization was not in place until the 19th
century, when de Biran (1803/1929) published his classic analysis
of the faculties of thought. As was the case for semantic memory,
this long delay likely was attributable to the fact that learned skills
and habits typically lack experienced reference to one’s past: They
are performed now is in the service of the next.
Today, most psychologists (e.g., Squire, 2004; Tulving, 1985,
2002; Willingham & Goedert, 2001) and philosophers (e.g.,
Bernecker, 2010; Locke, 1971; Michaelian, 2010) view memory
as collection of phenomenologically, conceptually, empirically and
neurologically separable, but taxonomically related, abilities and
dispositions. Among psychologists, this “systems” approach traditionally is seen to originate with Tulving’s (1972) division of
memory into episodic and semantic components, a classiﬁcatory scheme he subsequently expanded to include a procedural
component as well (for reviews, Tulving, 1983, 1985; see also
Squire, 1987). Whether the constituents of a particular classiﬁcation scheme are underwritten by similar or different mechanisms
is an object of debate (e.g., Foster & Jelicic, 1999), but the consensus is that a “multiple systems” approach does good theoretical
and empirical work. In this academic climate, questions directed
at memory are not be considered well-formed unless the target of
inquiry admits to multiple instantiation.
2.2. Memory: a working deﬁnition
So, how do we answer the question “what is it that we call
memory?” In its most encompassing form, biological memory (I
will not deal with memory exhibited by artifacts, such as computational devices) can be taken as organically-based activity in
which information made available to the organism (via perception
of the external world or the experience of mental and bodily states)
results in an alteration of the neural machinery. To qualify as memory, the alterations must be shown to consistently be associated
with changes in the organism’s behavior – mental and/or physical
– at some point in time following their acquisition.
But that is not enough. A tumor growing in the medulla oblongata certainly qualiﬁes as an alteration in the neural tissue likely
to be correlated with mental and physical change (albeit disruptive rather than constructive). To be seen as memory, the changes
resulting from alterations in neural tissue must be have a functional
relation with a system designed by natural selection to enhance the
organism’s chances of survival.3

3

Every system, by virtue of its speciﬁc causal structure, is capable of doing a
number of things for which it was not designed (i.e., by-products of adaptation).
Memory systems can support activities that are irrelevant (e.g., memorizing  to

This deﬁnition, I believe, is broad enough to accommodate the
interests of most modern memory researchers. It is sufﬁciently
open-ended to preclude premature exclusion of potential memory phenomena, yet sufﬁciently speciﬁc to enable the construction
of well-formed (i.e., the “right”) questions. In addition, it resonates
with the historically popular metaphor of memory as a process of
inscription – an idea that can be traced from Aristotle’s etchedwax tablets (e.g., Sorabji, 1972) to computers (e.g., Norman, 1970)
to changes in neural matter detectable by modern radiology (for
review, see Draaisma, 2000).
Historical antecedents for this deﬁnition are easy to ﬁnd. Compare Edridge-Green (1897), who on the ﬁrst page of her text on
memory deﬁnes it as “the process by means of which the external world and ideas are retained for use on future occasions.” (p.
1). Von Feinaigle (1813) expresses a similar view, describing memory as “that faculty that enables us to treasure up, and preserve
for future use, the knowledge we acquire” (p. 1). Despite their age,
these views have surprising resonance with deﬁnitions that populate many modern texts (e.g., Crowder, 1976; Neath, 1998).
3. Memory and subjective temporality
So what, if anything, is missing from a deﬁnition of memory that
is (a) widely held, (b) has a long academic pedigree and (c) has been
crafted to capture the concept in only the broadest brush strokes?
The answer is subtle but critical. What is missing is an explicit statement of the relation between memory and the mode of subjective
temporality it affords. Nor is such a statement found in most definitions of memory (including the few mentioned above: Mention
of words such as “on future occasions” in the above deﬁnitions is
mute with respect to subjective temporal phenomenology; it rather
is a statement of the retentive properties of memory). The relation
between memory and the past is so intuitive that it often is taken
for granted. Why bother to state the obvious?
Memory, by any reasonable deﬁnition, is dependent on past
events. This, however, does not sanction the conclusion that memory necessarily is about the past. Such an assumption – which
characterizes the majority of both ancient and modern views of
memory – trades on the logically unjustiﬁable conclusion that what
is of the past must therefore be about the past. Before tackling the
merit of this inference (in Sections 4 and 5), let’s take a moment
to survey the relation between memory and temporality from an
historical perspective.
3.1. The relation between memory and time: a brief historical
overview
The earliest known Western writing on the relation between
memory and time is from the 8th century BC. In his Theogony, Hesiod contends that the ability to transcend objective time is made
possible by the faculty of human memory (e.g., Cassel, Cassel, &
Manning, 2013), thereby providing the ﬁrst conception of memory
as a mechanism enabling mental time travel. While Hesiod conceptualization was open to temporality in its fullness (i.e., past present
and future), Aristotle’s (384 BC–322 BC) view was more restricted.
In De Memoria he repeatedly makes clear that the concern of memory exclusively is with things past: The object of memory “. . .is the
past, not the future or present, nor what is present as an object of
perception or theorizing.” (De Memoria, reprinted in Sorabji, 1972,

the ﬁrst 100 places after the decimal point) or even detrimental (e.g., memories
that give rise to post-traumatic stress) to an organism’s survival. Accordingly, the
products of memory need not promote survival; the only requirement is that they
are underwritten by alterations in structures whose evolutionary origins trace to
that purpose.
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p. 47). The future is known with the faculty of anticipation, not by
memory.
The Aristotelian position dominated intellectual discourse on
the relation between time and memory for the nearly two millennia. Thus, we ﬁnd Saint Augustine (354–430 AD) arguing: “The time
of present things past is memory, the time of present things present
is direct experience and the time of present things future is expectation.” (The Confessions, Book 11, chapter 20, heading 26). Although
various emendations to the concept of memory were proposed by
medieval Scholastics, the Aristotelian view of its relation to the past
served as a stable basis for discourse until modern times.
Things began to change in the late 19th century following Darwin’s landmark work on natural selection. Bradley (1887) was
among the ﬁrst to challenge the view that memorial experience
was saddled to the past. Based on a functional analysis, he proposed
that memory must, of adaptive necessity, be oriented toward the
future: “Why is our memory directed toward our incoming sensations and toward the (temporal) side from which change comes?...
The answer, in a word, is practical necessity... Life being a process
of decay and of continual repair and struggle throughout against
dangers, our thoughts, if we care to live, must mainly go the way
of anticipation. We are concerned practically with what meets us
and what we go to meet, and this practical concern has formed the
main habit of our thought.” (Bradley, 1887, pp. 581–582; word in
parentheses added for textual clariﬁcation)
For the next century, the temporal orientation of memory was
the subject of numerous philosophical treatments (e.g., Bergson,
1913; Campbell, 1997; De Brigard, 2013; Dokic, 2001; Heidegger,
1997; Husserl, 1964; Kvale, 1974). Most psychologists, by contrast,
still uncritically accepted the received view (e.g., Klein, 2013b).
But evolutionarily considerations eventually took hold, encouraging some to take seriously the possibility that memory, as a
product of natural selection, might be designed to deal not with
things past but with contingencies of the “now and the next” (e.g.,
Boyer, 2009; Dudai & Carruthers, 2005; Ingvar, 1985; Klein, 2007,
in press; Klein, Cosmides, et al., 2002; Klein, Robertson, & Delton,
2010; Suddendorf & Corballis, 1997; Tulving, 2002; 2005; Tulving
& Lepage, 2000).4

writing paper so the paper can be stored in a three-ring binder. If
you knew this, it would help you understand why its parts exist
in their present form: Why the punch has elements sharp enough
to cut paper, why there are exactly three of them, why they form
a straight line, and so on. These elements are design features –
aspects of the machine that are there because they contribute to
its function.
Yet every machine, in virtue of having a particular causal structure, is capable of doing an endless series of things it was not
designed to do. As many children discover, if you shake a wellused three-hole punch, confetti comes out. The production of small
circles of paper is a by-product of the machine’s design. None of
the parts exist because that arrangement makes confetti. Had the
machine been design to make confetti, one might expect more than
just three elements, that their shape would be more in keeping
with the festivities typically associated with the use of confetti (e.g.,
star-like rather than round), etc. In short, confetti-making does not
explain the presence or arrangement of the punch’s parts. Nor do
any of the punch’s other capabilities – for example, its usefulness
as a paper weight. These capabilities are arbitrary with respect to
its intended function, by-products of the machine’s design (e.g.,
Barkow, Cosmides, & Tooby, 1992; Williams, 1966).
The tradition of studying memory by seeing what it is capable of doing – without asking what it was designed to do – is
like studying a three-hole punch as if it were a confetti-maker
or a paper weight. It is not an effective method for honing in on
the set of highly ordered, interlocking elements that embody the
systems functional design. An exclusive focus on capability tells
us what memory can do, but it does little to help us understand
what memory was designed to do. It is like studying the confetti
produced by a three-hole punch. Absent a focus on the aspects of
design directed by natural selection, we essentially end up studying the “confetti of memory” (although, as we will see in Section 5,
in the case of episodic memory, properties that initially may have
been by-products can be co-opted by natural selection and acquire
functional relevance; e.g., Gould & Vrba, 1982).

4. Memory from an evolutionary perspective

Memory is a system created by natural selection (e.g., Glenberg,
1997; Howe, 2011; Klein, Cosmides, et al., 2002; Nairne, 2005;
Sherry & Schacter, 1987): It exists in its present form because
that arrangement solved certain recurrent problems faced by
the organism in its evolutionary past. Evolution does not produce new, complex, metabolically costly phenotypic systems by
chance (Dawkins, 1976; Mayr, 2001; Williams, 1966). Such systems acquire their functional organization because that speciﬁc
design contributed to the organism’s ability to survive and reproduce (e.g., Barkow et al., 1992; Howe, 2011; Klein, in press; Mayr,
2001; Nairne, 2005; Sherry & Schacter, 1987; Williams, 1966).
The origins of vertebrate memory are hypothesized to date to
the Cambrian “explosion” (e.g., Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007, 2010).
This period, which spanned approximately 25 million years beginning around 545 million years ago, is considered one of the most
signiﬁcant transitions in evolutionary history (e.g., Marshall, 2006;
Vallentine, 2004): In a relatively short (by evolutionary standards)
time essentially all animal phyla ﬁrst appear in the fossil records
(e.g., Vallentine, 2002).
The cause of the Cambrian “explosion” is subject to debate (e.g.,
changes in the oxygenation or temperature of the biotic environment; for discussion, see Marshall, 2006; Vallentine, 2004).
One suggestion is that the astonishing ecological and morphological diversiﬁcation found during the “explosion” stems from a
genetic reorganization of the central nervous system that occurred
in parallel among several groups of Cambrian metazoans (e.g.,
Ginsburg & Jablonka, 2007, 2010). Of particular relevance to the

Anatomists dissect the organs of the body. Dissection does not
entail random cutting; it is a theoretically-driven attempt to divide
the body’s parts into functional units. While psychologists also
perform physical dissection, more often our dissections are of a
conceptual nature. In regard to memory, our goal is to dissect the
concept into its functional units.
One way to study the functional design of a naturally selected
system is to think of it as part of a machine, and then distinguish
the machine’s capabilities from its functions (e.g., Anderson, 1991;
Cosmides & Tooby, 1992; Klein, 2007; Klein, Cosmides, et al., 2002;
Williams, 1966). To specify a machine’s function is to specify what
it was designed to do. An example taken from Klein, Cosmides, et al.
(2002) helps clarify the distinction between capability and function.
Imagine you are presented with a three-hole punch. Having
never seen one, you are unsure what it is. Unbeknownst to you,
it has been designed to serve a speciﬁc function – to put holes in

4
This is not to imply that memory is incapable of supporting mental travel into
one’s past. This clearly is not the case (e.g., Suddendorf & Corballis, 1997; Tulving,
1985). Indeed, in Section 5 I argue that a form of memory (episodic) unique to Homo
sapiens enables us, by virtue of the process of exaptation (e.g., Gould & Vrba, 1982)
to re-experience events from our past (exaptation refers to the process by which a
trait, whose origins cannot be traced directly to operation of natural selection (i.e.,
a by-product), is co-opted by existing machinery for a new, typically adaptive, use;
Gould & Vrba, 1982).

4.1. The functional aspects of memory
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thesis of the present paper, this reorganization is hypothesized to
have resulted in the development of neural processes capable of
supporting associative learning. The formation and reﬁnement of
associative learning (the neural bedrock of modern memory; e.g.,
Angermeier, 1984), would have made possible numerous behavioral adjustments during an animal’s lifetime (Ginsburg & Jablonka,
2007), which, in turn, would have resulted in a diversity of survivalrelevant adaptations.
For an organism to behave more adaptively at a later time
because of experiences at an earlier time, it must be equipped
not only with mechanisms that retrieve ontogenetically acquired
information, but the ability to direct that information toward environmental contingencies transpiring now and into the future.
Interestingly, the future orientation of memory often is reﬂected
in the terms investigators use to describe the things memory
enables an organism to accomplish. For example, Ginsburg and
Jablonka (2010), discussing the adaptive signiﬁcance of associative learning, talk about the beneﬁts of memory for seeking mates,
looking for food, reacting to predators, constructing niches, capturing prey, focusing attention, coping with antagonistic interactions,
etc. Each proposed function involves adapting to the future, not reexperiencing the past. Yet, despite this (perhaps tacit) recognition
of its future-orientation, we persist in interrogating memory with
respect to its reproductive accomplishments (recall, recognition,
faithfulness to the past, etc.).
On the view I have been pushing, many, if not most, features of
memory have been designed by evolution to interface with systems
for anticipation and planning (e.g., Bar, 2010; Klein, Cosmides, et al.,
2002; Klein, Lax, & Gangi, 2010; Klein, Robertson, Delton, 2010;
Llinas, 2001; Suddendorf & Corballis, 2007; Tulving, 2005; Tulving
& Lepage, 2000; Young, 1976). As Klein and colleagues observe, “The
adaptive function of information storage is intrinsically prospective:
It is used to support future decisions and judgments, which cannot be known in advance with certainty. To the extent that the
character of subsequent decisions and judgments can be predicted,
the memory system can be tailored to ﬂag relevant information
and pre-compute variables that are required to make them.” (Klein,
Cosmides, et al., 2002, p. 313: emphasis added). An evolved capacity
to imagine and plan for future contingencies confers an enormous selective advantage on its possessor (Klein, Lax, et al., 2010;
Klein, Robertson, et al., 2010; Klein, Roberson, & Delton, 2011;
Suddendorf, Addis, & Corballis, 2009; Tulving, 2005).
Some have argued that the ability to anticipate future contingencies may be uniquely human (Suddendorf & Corballis, 1997;
Tulving, 1985). Others, taking a more extreme view of non-human
temporality, argue that animals are subjectively stuck in the present
(e.g., Roberts, 2002, although he allows that chimps may have some
limited planning ability).
However, in addition to evolutionary considerations, recent
philosophical (Hoerl, 2008) and ethological (Cheke & Clayton, 2011;
Clayton & Russell, 2009; Finn, Tregenza, & Norman, 2009; Mulcahy
& Call, 2006; Roberts, 2012) work calls into question the validity of species-speciﬁc constraints placed on subjective temporality.
If information processing is inherently prospective (and it is; Bar,
2010; Bradley, 1887; De Brigard, 2013; Klein, Cosmides, et al., 2002;
Klein, Lax, et al., 2010; Klein, Robertson, et al., 2010; Klein et al.,
2011; Suddendorf & Corballis, 2007; Tulving, 2005), the inability to
anticipate future contingencies would be an evolutionary dead-end
for animals that depend for their survival (and hence reproductive success) on such ﬁtness-enhancing adaptations. Clearly, this is
not the case. All organisms capable of long-term memory are, of
adaptive necessity, oriented toward the future. What distinguishes
humans from other animals is not the presence of temporal projective abilities, but rather the sophistication of these abilities. The
anticipatory and planning skills of humans are more complex, ﬂexible and temporally extensive. They also are more likely to be subject

to conscious deliberation (non-humans, by contrast, more likely
sense, than consciously consider, the future).
Humans thus are more purposeful and proactive in response to
their environment (e.g., Klein, in press; Klein, Lax, et al., 2010; Klein,
Robertson, et al., 2010). By virtue of this sophistication, our species,
unlike others, can anticipate and plan for future contingencies in a
manner that transcends current needs and motivational states (e.g.,
Bischof-Koehler, 1985; Suddendorf & Corballis, 2007; but see Cheke
& Clayton, 2010). To require animals to navigate their worlds absent
some anticipatory abilities (whether or not they can consciously
consider the implications of their future-oriented behavior) would
be to render them extinct by deﬁnitional ﬁat (Klein, 2013b).
Accordingly, the most sober conclusion is that all organisms
capable of memory are, of necessity, oriented toward the future
(e.g., Klein, Cosmides, et al., 2002; Klein, Lax, et al., 2010;
Klein, Robertson, et al., 2010). Species-speciﬁc differences in
future-orientation trade on the complexity and temporal scope
of anticipatory and planning abilities, not on their presence or
absence (e.g., Bischof-Koehler, 1985; Donald, 1991; Klein, in press;
Suddendorf & Corballis, 1997, 2007).

5. Memory is of the past but about the future
From an evolutionary perspective, the function of memory is to
aid the organism in anticipating events and deciding the actions
to take. These abilities require an orientation toward the future.
Life comes at organisms from the future, not from the past, and it
is in that direction that our efforts (accompanied by phenomenal
and/or access consciousness; e.g., Block, 1998) must be directed.
Even responses to present contingencies are necessarily oriented
toward the future. So why is the subjective temporality of memory
so often assumed to be oriented toward the past?
As I see it, three considerations help account for this temporal misalignment. First, we often conﬂate the how of memory with
the why of memory (see Sections 2 and 3). That is, we assume that
the neural mechanisms that mediate memory performance provide
direct insight into memory’s function. They do not. As discussed in
the previous section, we need to draw a sharp conceptual distinction between how a function is instantiated and what the function
was designed to accomplish – knowledge of which will help separate those features of memory’s design that are relevant to its
function from those that support performance of things simply in
virtue of the fact that every machine (whether biological or artifactual) has a causal structure (i.e., capabilities that are by-products of
design).
Second, we are likely to be disproportionately inﬂuenced in our
assessment of memory’s temporality by its most salient temporal
feature – recollective experience. Episodic memory’s connection
to the past is given to consciousness in a way that procedural
and semantic memory are not – it is directly, rather than inferentially, given (e.g., Klein, 2013a; Tulving, 1985). As a wealth of
social psychological research has shown, the most salient members
of a set have the highest likelihood of having their characteristics taken as properties of the whole (for review see Schneider,
2004). For this reason, orientation toward the past, made possible by episodic memory, can be expected to occupy a position of
(inordinate) prominence in our assessment of the memory’s mode
of temporality.
Third, we need to be mindful of the social origins of most of our
attitudes toward remembering (e.g., Nelson, 1989, 1993, 1996). An
abundance of evidence demonstrates that when parent (or caregiver) and child begin to talk about previously experienced events
(a process that begins almost as soon as the child learns to speak),
the parent provides the structure within which to frame the conversation (e.g., Farrant & Reese, 2000; Fivush, Haden, &Adams, 1995;
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Nelson, 1993). The child’s participation consists largely in repeating and conﬁrming what the parent has said (Haden, 2003). In this
way, the parent’s attitude toward memory is communicated to the
child – an outlook that has a long-term impact on the child’s own
attitude toward memory (for reviews of the evidence, see Fivush &
Haden, 2003; Nelson, 1989).
With regard to temporal orientation, one feature seen in almost
every transcript of parent–child joint reminiscing (despite individual and cultural variation in other aspects of the process; e.g.,
Hudson, 1990; Engel, 1995; Mullen & Yi, 1995) is the parent’s
attempt to locate the child’s occurrent mental state (propositional,
imagistic, etc.) in the child’s past (likely a result of the salience
accorded episodic recollection; see point #2, above). In this way,
the sense of memory as necessarily about the past (rather than simply of the past) is communicated from the time the child is able to
utter his or her ﬁrst words. But, and this is the key point, there is
no logical or biological reason things must be this way (e.g., Klein,
2013a; Klein & Nichols, 2012). The prominence accorded the past
as the sine qua non of memory’s temporal orientation is a product
of socialization, not one of nomological necessity.
5.1. Distinguishing between a system’s function and the way in
which that function is neurally instantiated
Memory achieves its evolved function, in part, by storing records
of the past. This is accomplished by alterations in nervous tissue.
Our metaphors reﬂect this, likening organic memory artifactual
mechanisms for effecting inscription. Historically, interest in trace
(e.g., Goldmeier, 1982) and copy theories of memory (e.g.,Draaisma,
2000; Koriat & Goldsmith, 1996; Roediger, 1980; Earle, 1956;
Martin & Deutscher, 1966) attest to the traction this view has maintained over the centuries. It is largely in virtue of its inscriptive
aspect that memory is held to be about the past.
However, as I have argued, the fact that a system accomplishes
its goal in a particular manner does not logically warrant the conclusion that the manner of achievement maps on to the nature
of the achievement (consider, for example, the issue of multiple realizability; e.g., Klee, 1997). Modern research, particularly
radiological, has helped us understand how the mechanisms of
memory are instantiated in neural tissue (recent reviews can be
found in special issues of NeuroImage, 2012, Bandettini, editor;
Cortex, 2013, Moulin, Souchay, & Morris, editors). But, absent a
conceptual framework within which to position the mechanisms
thus far uncovered, we are, in essence, driving blind. To understand why those parts take the form they take we need to know not
only a machine’s structural features, but what those features were
designed to accomplish. Evolution provides the framework necessary to situate the “means of accomplishment” within a functional
context. And, as argued in Section 4, when considered in this light,
memory is best viewed as a physical record of the past in service of
the future. As I will argue in Section 6, when viewed from the vantage point of evolved functionality, assumptions about the nature
and purpose of the hypothesized inscription (i.e., the physical trace)
are seen as in need of reconsideration.
5.2. Procedural and semantic memory, and their relation to the
future
Given the conﬂation of the how with the why of memory,
and the temporal conceit it encourages, the inconsistent treatment received by procedural memory over the centuries is readily
understandable. Its temporality is ambiguous. Although procedural
memory is based on learned experience, its function is to enable the
organism to deal more effectively with current and future contingencies: That is, it is of the past but about the future.
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Semantic memory has suffered similar treatment for similar
reasons. While it is undeniable that most, though perhaps not all,
our knowledge is acquired ontogenetically (e.g., J. Locke’s “tabula
rasa”), the function of knowledge is to enable us to better cope
with what confronts us. Accordingly, semantic memories are best
seen as occurrent mental states whose adaptive signiﬁcance resides
in directing behavior to meet environmental (physical and social)
demands. “To behave” necessarily is to orient toward the future; it
is about facing and reacting to life as it approaches. In short, while
both procedural and semantic memory can, via inference and interpretation (see footnote 2), be related to the past, their mode of
subjective temporality is toward the future.
5.3. The temporal orientation of episodic memory
All memory experience is occurrent – it is a mental state happening now. As Reid puts it, “Every man can distinguish the thing
remembered from the remembrance of it. We may remember any
thing we have seen, or heard, or known, of done, or suffered; but the
remembrance of it is a particular act of the mind which now exists,
and of which we are conscious” (Reid, 1813/1969, pp. 324–325).
We can take issue with Reid’s insistence that every act of memory
is conscious (this makes sense if and only if memory is, at it typically
was, conﬂated with its episodic component); but every memorybased “act of the mind” certainly takes place in the present. To
identify a mental state as a memory, as opposed to, say, an act
of imagination, we therefore need to refer the occurrent state to
events from the past.
In the case of semantic and procedural memory, this is accomplished via inference or interpretation. The case of episodic memory
is more complicated. Unlike semantic and procedural memory, the
pastness of episodic recollection is given directly to awareness (e.g.,
Klein, 2013a). No additional mental gymnastics are required. It thus
occupies a unique position among types of memory with regard to
its experienced connection to the past (e.g., Klein, 2013a; Tulving,
1985, 2005).
It is unique in another way. Episodic recollection is assumed to
be the exclusive property of Homo sapiens (e.g., Baddeley, Conway,
& Aggleton, 2002; Klein, 2013a; Tulving, 1985, 2002). Although
some have argued that certain non-human species possess episodic
memory (for reviews see Cheke & Clayton, 2010; Clayton & Russell,
2009), most investigators feel obliged to acknowledge that, in the
absence of a way to determine whether non-verbal beings are capable of autonoesis (i.e., the mental state in which the individual’s
subjectivity is characterized by “. . .awareness of re-experiencing
here and now something that happened before, at another time
and in another place”; Tulving, 1993, p. 68), such abilities are most
judiciously characterized as “episodic-like” (for a recent review, see
Pause et al., 2013). Whether non-human animals eventually will
be shown to experience episodic recollection is presently indeterminable.
Thus, episodic memory, due to its association with autonoetic
awareness (e.g., Tulving, 1985, 1993, 2005; Wheeler et al., 1997),
provides a direct, pre-reﬂectively given connection to past experience (Klein, 2013a). Persons possessing autonoetic awareness are
capable of re-living experiences in terms of their felt pastness.
Episodic memory is the only type of memory to be experientially
wedded to the past in a manner satisfying Aristotle’s edict.
However, before concluding that episodic memory is unique in
its temporal orientation – facing backward rather than forward
– it is prudent to consider whether autonoetic awareness, which
enables experience of the past, evolved for that purpose. Evolutionary considerations suggest otherwise: “Re-experiencing the
past” may not have been the function memory was designed by
natural selection to accomplish; rather, this capability may better be viewed as a by-product of the functional design – albeit a
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by-product that subsequently acquired adaptive importance and
underwent exaptation.
This makes adaptive sense. Given that nature builds on existing structures, (e.g., Barkow et al., 1992; Dawkins, 1976; Williams,
1966), which, in the case of memory, would have been oriented
toward the future, it is likely that autonoetic awareness originally
evolved to enhance anticipation and planning by enabling humans
(the only creatures believed to possess a self-concept; e.g., Leary &
Tangney, 2012; Snodgrass & Thompson, 1997) to project themselves
into imagined, future-oriented scenarios cf., Tulving’s deﬁnition
of autonoetic awareness as the kind of consciousness that mediates an individual’s awareness of his or her existence and identity
in subjective time extending from the personal past through the
present to the personal future”: (Tulving, 1985, p. 1, emphasis not in
original; for fuller discussion of autonoesis and self-projection, the
reader is referred to Wheeler et al., 1997). The concept of personal
survival is, by deﬁnition, self-referential. To the extent an organism can consciously insert itself into scenarios directed toward the
future, its prospects for survival are thereby improved (Klein, 2012).
Episodic memory, with its intimate connection to self-referential
cognition (e.g., Conway, 2005; Prebble, Addis & Tippet, in press;
Tulving, 1983; Wheeler et al., 1997; for review see Klein & Gangi,
2010) is ideally suited to such a challenge.
Thus, the case can be made that episodic memory’s evolved
function was not to recollect events of the past, but to enhance
our ability to navigate the environment by imagining ourselves in
future-oriented scenarios. Indeed, a major growth industry within
contemporary psychology is speciﬁcally devoted to the forms of
future-oriented mental time travel enabled by episodic memory (e.g., Addis, Cheng, Roberts, & Schacter, 2011; Addis, Wong,
& Schacter, 2007, Botzung, Denkova, & Manning, 2008; Buckner
and Carroll, 2007; Busby & Suddendorf, 2005; Cooper, VarghaKhadem, Gadian, & Maguire, 2011; Hassabis, Kumaram, Vann, &
Maguire, 2007; Klein, Loftus, & Kihlstrom, 2002; Kwan, Carson,
Addis, & Rosenbaum, 2010; Mullally, Hassabis, & Maguire, 2012;
Race, Keane, Verfaellie, 2011; Szpunar, Watson, & McDermott,
2007; for recent reviews, see Addis & Schacter, 2012; Klein, 2013a;
Suddendorf, 2010; Szpunar, 2010).
What then is the evolved function of episodic recollection?
Clearly what matters, from the standpoint of survival, is not what
happened in the past, but what we now face and how we respond.
We remember the past so we can learn from it. But that learning
is experienced occurrently; and while the content of that learning may make reference to the past, not much is gained from an
evolutionary or logical standpoint from re-experiencing its acquisition. (The dog, drooling in agitated anticipation in response to the
conditioned stimulus for its next meal, is not oriented toward the
conditions of acquisition; rather it is oriented toward the meal it
expects to soon be present).
In fact, with regard to the content of a remembered event, there
is no principled (or empirical) reason to suppose that semantic
memory cannot and does not make available the same memory
content (who, what, where and when) as does episodic memory (for discussion, see Klein, 2013a; Klein & Nichols, 2012). It is
the utility of the knowledge provided by that content – not the
pre-reﬂective feeling of re-living the circumstances in which it initially was acquired (i.e., autonoetically given to awareness) – that
appears necessary for adaptive behavior.
So, where does this leave the relation between episodic memory and past-oriented subjectivity? If, as proposed, autonoetic
awareness initially evolved to facilitate our ability to cope with
future contingencies, the capacity to mentally travel into one’s
past may be a by-product of the system – one that subsequently
was co-opted by the process of exaptation (for a similar view, see
Tulving, 2005). There are advantages to being consciously aware
not only of the “now and the next”, but also of events that took

place minutes, weeks or years earlier (for discussion and related
empiricism, see Klein, Cosmides, Tooby & Chance, 2001; Klein,
Cosmides, et al., 2002; Klein, Loftus, et al., 2002; Klein, Cosmides,
Gangi, Jackson, Tooby & Costabile, 2009; Tulving, 2005). Most of the
advantages identiﬁed thus far have to do with the social aspects of
life (self-knowledge, personal identity, self-continuity, interactions
taking place in the social environment; e.g., Boyer, 2009; Klein
et al., 2001, 2009; Klein & Gangi, 2010), lending credence to the
suggestion that the recollective function of episodic memory may
have been co-opted as a result of social pressures (Klein, Cosmides,
et al., 2002; Klein et al., 2009). If the pattern of discovery stays true
to course, episodic recollection ultimately may come to be viewed
as an exaptation in the service of reﬁning our abilities to maneuver
within the remarkably complex social structures unique to humans
(e.g., systems of laws, politics, relations, education, culture, etc.).
6. Implications
Although most psychologists still subscribe (implicitly or explicitly) to the traditional view of memory as oriented toward the
past, things have begun to change. For example, Nairne’s (2005,
2010) advocacy of memory as a system evolved to enhance survival
(clearly a future-oriented enterprise; e.g., Klein et al., 2011) has
resulted in a highly active program of research exploring the effects
of encoding conditions (survival versus non-survival) on measures
of retention (e.g., Burns, Hwang, & Burns, 2011; Butler, Kang, &
Roediger, 2009; Kang, McDermott, & Cohen, 2008; Klein, 2012;
Klein, Lax, et al., 2010; Klein, Robertson, et al., 2010, Klein et al.,
2011; Kroneisen & Erdfelder, 2011; Nairne & Pandeirada, 2008;
Nairne, Pandeirada, Gregory, & Van Arsdall, 2009; Otgaar, Smeets, &
van Bergen, 2010; Soderstorm & McCabe, 2011; Weinstein, Bugg, &
Roediger, 2008; for recent reviews, see Howe & Otgaar, 2013; Klein,
in press). Another approach to memory that emphasizes its futureoriented aspects is that of memory in its prospective capacities (for
review, see Brandimonte, Einstein, & McDaniel, 1996). However,
despite espoused concern with memory in relation to the future,
both of these programs rely heavily on measures designed to assess
the retrospective properties of memory (e.g., differences in retention associated with task manipulations) with almost no attention
given to the behavioral concomitants of adaptive functionality –
e.g., how plans are constructed from memory; that is, how different systems of memory, belief, expectations, imagination and goals
work together to anticipate and respond to survival needs, etc.
That a focus on memory as “about the past” still is the norm is
put in sharp relief by Hoerl and McCormack’s (2001) edited volume
“Time and Memory”. Of approximately 400 pages only about 13 are
devoted to considering the relation between memory and futureoriented cognition. By contrast, more than half of the chapters are
speciﬁcally concerned with memory in relation to the past (e.g.,
“Memory, Awareness and the Past” and “Knowledge and the Past”).
A slightly more recent volume on the same topic (Parker,
Crawford, & Harris, 2006) presents a somewhat more encouraging picture. Two of the 16 chapters are explicitly addressed to
the future-orientation of memory, while several others at least
mention the theme. Sill, a heavy dose of past-oriented temporality remains on display (e.g., “inscribing and forgetting”, “memory
traces”, “retention”, “remembering the past”, etc.). Nonetheless, the
more visible role accorded future-oriented memory is, in my view,
a positive development.
One area does show considerable promise for an eventual
re-evaluation of memory’s temporal priorities is research on
future-oriented mental time travel (FMTT). As noted earlier, this
is a topic of great interest to both cognitive psychologists and
neuroscientists, with more than 100 papers appearing the in just
the past 5 years! In contrast to the disconnection between orientation and assessment evidenced by studies of adaptive and
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prospective memory, the majority of studies of FMTT rely on
analysis of participant-generated reports of imagined, futureoriented scenarios (for review see Szpunar, 2010). In this way, the
future-orientation of memory is addressed directly rather than via
measures of the remembrance of things past. We may be witnessing the beginning of research programs embracing the view that
memory is about the future.
An intriguing possibility that draws support from an evolutionary analysis of memory is that memory enabled humans to become
aware of the future before they knew about the past. Since memories do not leave any fossil record, this must remain little more than
speculation. However, whether or not this proposal is correct, an
appreciation of the inherently future-oriented nature of memory
afforded by the theory of natural selection is essential for increasing the odds that the questions we put to nature are questions of
the “right” type.5,6
6.1. The “truth” of declarative memories
An important focus of memory research, with roots in antiquity
(e.g., Danziger, 2008; Yates, 1966), concerns the extent to which
the content it makes available to awareness captures the objects
and events they are presumed to represent. We thus ﬁnd questions
about whether a memory is a copy of the past, a direct acquaintance
with the past, an inscription or trace in neural matter, the veridicality of the material retrieved, etc. (e.g., Earle, 1956; Furlong, 1951;
Goldmeier, 1982; Locke, 1971; Schacter, 1995; Sutton, 1998).
Consider for example, the question of “false memory” (for classic reviews, see Roediger, 1996; Schacter, 1995). Setting aside the
logical impossibility of assessing the ﬁdelity of the represented to
that which it represents (for discussion, see Furlong, 1951),7 evolutionary analysis suggests the merit of such a determination, from
an evolutionary perspective, is dubious at best (e.g., Boyer, 2009).
Evolution trades in functionality, and functionality requires only
that memory work as designed, not that it remain faithful to some
hypothesized object or event from one’s past. If what is remembered is sufﬁcient to get the job done (e.g., to anticipate or plan
for future contingencies), how it gets the job done is of considerably less concern (at least to nature; scientists are likely to feel
otherwise).

5
There clearly can be reasons to know what happened 10 min, 10 h, 10 days, 10
months or 10 years ago. But knowing when something happened does not require
experiencing that knowledge as part of the past. This can occur – inferentially (in the
case of semantic memory) and pre-reﬂectively (in the case of episodic memory).
But the facts to which the knowledge refers do not have to be phenomenologically
given as past. From a functional perspective, all they need is to be occurrently known
as referring to the past. And even the act of “knowing remembered events are from
the past” often is not necessary for achieving one’s goal. For example, I can retrace
my steps in memory to recover my lost keys. But to accomplish my objective (key
recovery), the knowledge occupying awareness need not be experientially placed
in the past or even inferentially referred to the past. It simply needs to provide an
atemporal schema or recipe I can use to guide my search for the lost key. I can
reconstruct my acts of the past as being in the past, but this serves no adaptive
purpose beyond locating the reconstruction in its proper temporal context (i.e., the
keys I lost today, not yesterday or the day before).
6
Questions of “truth” must, of logical necessity, be restricted to the declarative
systems of memory. Procedural memory, lacking propositional representation, is
formally precluded from considerations truth.
7
To assess the degree to which an object of experience recaptures the original
object as experienced, we need to compare the two. But to do so requires we already
have access to the past object or event. If the object of comparison exists in the mind,
a memorial representation appears to be superﬂuous (e.g., Locke, 1971). If, instead,
a physical record of the original object or event exists, a non-redundant comparison
can be made. However, to determine whether the physical record is the correct
object of comparison requires we remember its past status (e.g., is this the relevant
written record, is this the intended photograph?). Identifying the physical object of
comparison thus depends on memory, thereby begging the question: i.e., assuming
what one it trying to prove.
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On this view, there is no principled reason for memory to adhere
to any particular degree of faithfulness to the past; all that matters, from a functional perspective, is that the information memory
supplies is beneﬁcial to the adaptive demands placed on the organism. Indeed, recent treatments of “false memory” have begun to
attribute many distortions to the operation of adaptive processes,
rather than to some ﬂaw inherent in the system (for recent review
see Schacter, Guerin, & St. Jacques, 2011).
This is not to say that memory content is unconstrained. To effectively and reliably solve problems, memory must maintain some
degree of ﬁdelity to the past. It would do no good to recollect a blue
elephant with angel’s wings if a person was relying on memory
to locate a parked car. Nonetheless, within fairly wide parameters,
the content served up to consciousness need not entail “precision
of match” as a criterion of success.
That memory is a system for solving problems (e.g., Klein,
Cosmides, et al., 2002), rather than reproducing past with ﬁdelity,
is clearly reﬂected in the conception of memory as re-constructive
rather than re-productive – an idea pioneered by Bartlett (1932)
and now taken as axiomatic. The notion that memory does not
consists in uniquely speciﬁable, self-contained traces, but rather
is a creative effort involving acts of expectation, imagination, belief
and other cognitive abilities also is seen in research showing that
recollection consists in a variety of functionally independent subsystems that contribute the “who”, “what”, “where” and “when” to
the “uniﬁed” product given to consciousness (e.g., Klein, German,
Cosmides, & Gabriel, 2004; McCarthy & Warrington, 1992).
Viewing memory as related to, and perhaps inseparable from,
acts of imagination, thought, etc., also helps explain traditional difﬁculties encountered when one attempts to provide a set of norms
by which to differentiate memory from other cognitive functions.
For example, over the years numerous criteria have been proposed
for differentiating memory from non-memorial mental content.
Hume argued that the vivacity of a mental image is a basis by
which we separate an image or thought from a memory, with memory being more lively and vivacious (Hume, 1748/2004). Russell
saw things differently, arguing that to be considered memory a
mental content must be accompanied by two feelings – pastness
and familiarity (e.g., Russell, 1921). Among modern psychological investigators, the work of Johnson and colleagues represents
the most systematic attempt to tackle this vexing problem (for a
review see Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993). Their research
eventuated in a set of criteria for identifying a mental experience
as a memory – e.g., the richness of the contextual and perceptual
elements contained in a mental state.
Unfortunately, as most theorists and practitioners have discovered, none of these criteria stand the test of logical analysis
or introspection (for reviews, see Bernecker, 2010; Casey, 1977;
Furlong, 1951; Warnock, 1987). For example, Russell’s assumption
that the content of memory experience is “bound to the past” is
undermined by demonstrations that memorial experience is, at
least to a degree, reconstructive (e.g., Bartlett, 1932). And, we all
have had experiences in which an imagination is vivid and a memory faint. As Bernecker (2010) concludes, the problem with the
memory-markers thus far proposed is that “they don’t offer a reliable mark” (p. 22). However, this need not concern us if memory is
construed as a functionally related, interacting set of cognitive abilities rather than a ﬁxed inscription in neural matter (e.g., De Brigard,
2013; Klein et al., 2004; Schacter, 2012). Memory and imagination
may be so difﬁcult to disentangle because there is no clear conceptual (e.g., Klein, 2013b; Schacter, 2012) or neurological (Mullally &
Maguire, in press) line of demarcation.
This brings me to the topic of considerable contemporary
interest – memory and neuro-imaging. While space requirements
placed on Target Articles prevent extended discussion, sufﬁce it to
note that the views I presented have implications for radiological
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efforts at identifying the neural substrates of memory. To the
extent memory is not a trace, copy or inscription, then, as Lashley
(1950) was forced to concede following years of study, there may
be no “memory trace” to be found. Nothing in the existing imaging
literature makes a strong case to the contrary (e.g., Klein, 2010;
Klein, Lax, et al., 2010). The fact that scientists have an abstract
category does not guarantee that an ontological correlate exists in
the brain. Unless the questions we pose to nature are the “right”
questions, we run the risk of answers that take us in the wrong
direction.
6.2. What are we supposed to be doing if not measuring
retention?
One reviewer argued that throughout this paper I have made
the “mistake” of assuming that just because researchers “assess
the retrospective properties of memory” means “that they believe
memory is oriented toward the past”. He laments “Just what kind of
memory research are we supposed to be doing?” This is a fair question and one that many readers likely share. I offer some thoughts
and suggestions below.
I am not convinced that the future-orientation of memory is
fully appreciated (e.g., my historical review). Despite the practical
aspects of assessing memory via its retrieval activities (which, by
deﬁnition, take place in the present), it is far from obvious that
most investigators recognize that the retentive aspects of memory
are not its core features. The act of remembering almost universally
is assessed with regard to such properties as the amount and order
of content retrieved and the veracity with which that content tracks
the past.
But, as I have argued, adopting an evolutionary perspective
calls to question the usefulness of this approach. With regard to
adaptive signiﬁcance, memory is not in the service of representing
the “truth” (as though the truth is epistemologically veriﬁable!).
Memory does not work because it tracks the truth – it works
because it “does good work” for us, even if (by some criterion) it
can be shown to be false (and, one cannot determine the veracity of a memory absent reliance on some other form of memory,
thereby begging the question. Since, discussion of this point would
take us too far aﬁeld, I direct the interested reader to Furlong,
1951).
Our focus on the amount, order and accuracy of retention (and
similar past-oriented measures) is a relatively modern concern. For
much of human history, memory was not assumed to behave in a
strictly reproductive manner. For example, as used in oral tradition,
it was required only to enable an acceptable recitation of some ballad or tale, allowing ample room for improvisation. It was not until
much later, when memory metaphors began to track the inscription
technologies that accompanied increasing literacy and mechanical
sophistication, that a premium began to be placed on memory as a
system for precise reproduction (e.g., Danziger, 2008; Yates, 1966).
But, this, I have argued (and history, to a degree, corroborates), was
not its evolved purpose.
These considerations have obvious resonance with the idea
of memory as reconstruction rather than reproduction, an idea
traceable to Bartlett (1932) but now part of the fabric of most
researchers’ (often implicit) assumptions about their target of
inquiry. I say “implicit” because despite this acknowledged “fact”
about memory, we still show a disproportionate concern with
measures of memory designed to assess its ability to capture the
past (e.g., measure of amount, order, ﬁdelity, etc.), as well as variables that inﬂuence that ability (e.g., amount of delay, level of
processing, etc.).
This is not to say that such considerations are uninformative;
they are helpful – to a degree. But, if one wants to understand the
features of a system put in place by natural selection, one needs

to focus on those aspects of the system that map its functionality – i.e., the adaptive task(s) for which it was selected (as noted,
this is starting to occur – e.g., Schacter et al., 2011). Once we more
fully appreciate the extent to which memory is oriented toward
the “now and the next”, measures such as the ﬁdelity will take a
second seat to measures that address future-directed functionality. We see this in the recent work on future-oriented mental time
travel, where participants are asked to do such things as construct
scenarios illustrating their plans and anticipations. Neither amount
remembered (in the process of construction) nor the veracity of the
content retrieved is an essential consideration: What is of interest
is how these constructions enable their constructor to better conceptualize and deal with what he or she believes is likely to be
encountered.
The traditional memory research context – in which measures of retention serve as the dependent measure – also needs
to take into consideration the goal-oriented, social nature of the
testing situation. From the investigator’s point of view, the participant is presented with a list of words, or whatever, and then,
after the passage of some interval, asked to reproduce or recognize the items presented. But, from the participant’s perspective,
the testing context is an ongoing social interaction with a clear
goal – she or he is being asked engage in future-oriented behavior (e.g., the act of recollection) to satisfy the social contract into
which he or she has entered. Veracity/amount of output is one
consideration, but an analysis of the participant’s perceived goals,
methods of achieving those goals, assessing their level of attainment, and the effects on social status that result from entering into
the social contract we call the “experimental situation” (all having
to do with the future) need greater consideration and empirical
attention. Memory cannot be divorced from its functional context.
Memory often is described as complex (e.g., Foster & Jelicic,
1999). It is, but not only for the reasons typically given (e.g.,
multiple stages and systems). It is also complex because it is an
organismic function wedded to expectation, planning, anticipation,
prediction, contingency management, navigating social interactions, self-deﬁnition, imagination, creativity, goals, beliefs, actions,
etc.; in short, it is concerned with understanding “what is, and what
to do about it” (e.g., Klein, 2007). It is a response to environmental
contingencies and internal states by which the organism positions
itself to deal with consequences (real or imagined) placed in its path.
Until we take this aspect of complexity into account in our
experimental analyses, we will have taken only a small step from
that which we proudly proclaim “modern memory research” has
successfully distanced itself – i.e., the Ebbinghaus tradition. Certainly some separation has been achieved: We now acknowledge
factors such as meaning and reconstruction. However, we still
focus largely on measures of retention, while ignoring the futureoriented, often goal-based, functions that situates memory in its
evolved context.
New measures and methods that address these adaptive concerns are needed. While the details mostly remain to be worked
out, knowing what needs to be addressed provides the direction
needed to formulate the “right” questions. The future-oriented
mental time travel literature provides some suggestions (e.g., scenario construction, schema-based planning), but other measures
tapping participants’ goals, beliefs, construals, anticipations, solutions (mental and physical), etc. must be addressed.8

8
It often has been observed that many “functions’ of memory are now being
downloaded onto cultural technologies (e.g., computers, printed records, etc.; e.g.,
Donald, 1991). But it is only by appreciating the future-orientation of human memory that we can even begin to understand how culture has become a human reality.
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7. Final thoughts
In recent years the idea that memory, at least in part, is oriented toward the future has become a topic of interest (witness
the explosion of work on FMTT). Leading the way are Dan Schacter
(2012; Schacter, Addis, Hassabis, Martin, Spreng, & Szpunar, 2012),
Suddendorf and Corballis (2007), Hans Markowitsch (Markowitsch
& Staniliou, 2011) and several others (e.g., De Brigard, 2013; Dudai
& Carruthers, 2005; Howe, 2011). However, since the pioneering
insights of Bradley (1887), the present paper is the ﬁrst of which I
know – with two important exceptions: Boyer (2009)9 who, in discussion of the evolved functions of episodic recollection, presents
ideas bearing a clear relation to those proposed herein, and Tulving
(2005), whose ideas I present below – to take the next step and
argue that memory, as designed by natural selection, is not simply
capable of imagining the future; rather imagining the future is its
evolved function, its raison d’être.
With respect to the “insights” I have “uncovered”, Tulving, as so
often is the case, is way ahead of the curve. With his characteristic
combination of precision and clarity, Tulving, in a personal communication (6/4/13), summarizes in a few paragraphs what I have
taken pages to communicate.
“All forms of learning and memory, from the lowliest to the
highest, serve very much the same function as do the ‘instincts’:
They provide the organisms with means of behaving more effectively than would have been possible in the absence of the relevant
acquired knowledge or skill. An organism learns something today to
behave more effectively in the future. In this sense, when learning
occurs, it is oriented to the future; when its fruits are subsequently
used, the memory is oriented to the present. The important criterion in judging the worth of any act of learning or memory has to
do with their usefulness in guiding ongoing activity here and now.
Thus, all forms of learning and memory known throughout the
whole animal kingdom could be said to be ‘proscopic’, a term
derived from Greek that means ‘forward-looking’. From sensitization and habituation, through simple and complex classical and
instrumental conditioning, through the learning of perceptualmotor and cognitive skills, through various forms of ‘implicit’
memory, such as priming, through the imitative learning that
occurs in higher animals, all the way to the immense quantities
of concrete and abstract knowledge of the world that adult human
beings have accumulated throughout their lives, memory is proscopic: it is important solely because it shapes and effectively
enhances the organism’s interaction with its future environment.
This basic truth holds as much for Aplysia learning to withdraw its gill to a conditioned stimulus, the mouse learning the
location of the sunken platform in a Morris water maze, for the
monkey remembering the location of the peanut in a delayed nonmatching-to-sample task, the child avoiding touching the hot stove,
the pinch hitter hitting the ball out of the ball-park, the Scrabble
player coming up with a clever word that astounds the opponents,
the scientist thinking of a new kind of a distinction that is important
in the study of the brain/mind, and so on, and on, and on, essentially
ad inﬁnitum.
In none of these future-oriented learning situations and presentoriented memory situations does I matter how the knowledge was
acquired. There is no necessity for any conscious access to the past,
and no necessity to be consciously aware of past experiences. The
only thing that matters is the efﬁcacy of the current behavior. The

9
I was not aware of Boyer’s (2009) chapter until after writing the initial version of the present manuscript. Dan Schacter brought it to my attention. While we
focus on somewhat different questions, I think the overlap between papers is a
good sign: Apparently, once one takes seriously an evolutionary view of memory,
the conclusions are both necessary and compelling.
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child does not remember where and how she touched the hot stove
in the past, but she knows how to treat the stove now; the amnesic
patient does not remember that the examining physician hid a pin
in his hand while shaking the patient’s hand an hour ago, but she
knows that it is not good to shake the doctor’s hand now; the contestant in a TV show does not remember when or where or how she
acquired the knowledge that Hannibal is associated with elephants,
but she answers the question correctly and proﬁtably now. Because
all these people can efﬁciently rely on their proscopic memory,
remembering the past is irrelevant.
Thus, despite the traditional association between memory and
the past, the remembering of the past, in the sense of conscious
recollection of what happened on an earlier occasion, does not
play any critical role in making use of what has been learned and
how the fruits of that learning are used. Sometimes, of course, the
expression of acquired skills and knowledge is accompanied by
conscious recollections of past experiences, but these occurrences
are epiphenomenal only. The circumstances surrounding the origin
and creation of knowledge that guides effective behavior may be of
interest to the scientist studying such behavior, but to the behaving
organism it makes no difference.
The singular exception to all the ubiquity and evolutionary signiﬁcance of proscopic forms of learning and memory that serve
the future without bothering about the past is episodic memory.
Episodic memory does exactly what other forms of memory do not
and cannot do – it makes it possible for the individual to recollect
previously experienced events as such. It enables the individual to
mentally ‘travel back into her personal past.’ It shares with proscopic memory the basic function – it provides the individual with
useful information as to the effective courses of actions in various
situations–but it goes beyond the proscopic function in that it does
allow us to remember (to consciously recollect) what happened
in the past. A child remembers what happened at a friend’s birthday party the day before, a young lover remembers the expression
on the beloved’s face in the moonlight, the scientist remembers
the ﬁrst time when a speaker at a conference mentioned her name
and work, and so on, and on. Because episodic memory is oriented
toward the past, we can think of episodic memory as ‘palinscopic’
(backward-looking) memory. An individual who ‘possesses’ palinscopic memory can at Time 2 ‘mentally travel back’ to Time 1.” (a
fuller treatment can be found in Tulving, 2005).10
Tulving’s insights express with his unique clarity and concision
much of what I have struggled to communicate in this paper: Memory – with the (possible) exception of episodic recollection – is of
the past (its acquisition), in the present (its experience) and about
the future (its temporal orientation).
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